Dropout Detective™ Identify, Prioritize & Support
Your At-Risk Students
Analyze Students’ Behavior
How do you manage your student retention? Today,
many schools are managing retention by reacting to
the students’ behavior. And by the time you identify a
serious problem, it can be too late to keep that
student in class. You are working by looking in the
rear view mirror because you can only see what has
already happened. AspirEDU’s Dropout Detective™
replaces that rear view mirror with a crystal ball. We analyze the information that you already have
and use our proprietary technology to identify your students that are at most risk. Dropout Detective
allows you to pro‐actively manage retention by alerting you to behaviors and patterns that lead to high
student attrition. With Dropout Detective, your team can spend its time contacting students instead of
trying to identify the ones that need support.

Views for Administrators, Advisors and Instructors
Whether your school manages student retention centrally or allows instructors to manage it, Dropout
Detective provides you with the right tools. Our Administrator View provides you with a unique
advantage – identifying at‐risk students by analyzing their performance across ALL courses in which they
are enrolled. Advisors – and others, like sports coaches – see only the students assigned to them.
Instructors receive a single‐course version of our dashboard. All views give school personnel the ability
to document your student conversations using our Notes tab. If the students have provided contact
information, you will have their phone, email, Facebook and Twitter addresses at your immediate
disposal.

One of our clients – a university in Jackson, MS – raised its student
retention rate by 10.6% in its first term using AspirEDU’s analytics
solutions. See the school’s presentation – in their own words – at
aspiredu.com/video‐library.

How It Works
The current behavior of a student can tell you whether they are going to succeed. Dropout Detective
integrates with your existing learning management system (LMS) and reviews grades, missing
assignments, last date of attendance and many other factors. Our solution retrieves the necessary data
every night, applies the algorithm, and presents an easy‐to‐use dashboard that is updated daily.
Students are given a Risk Index and are displayed in a red‐yellow‐green “stop light” format to draw
attention to the most at‐risk members of the student body. Administrators, advisors and instructors can
then drill into the individual student’s profile to determine the risk reasons and to develop a pro‐active
plan of action. Through search capabilities and filters, schools can target their efforts by assigning the
right staff to the right students.

Why It Is Important
Students that fail or drop out have a broadly negative impact on schools. Tuition dollars are lost, costs
are incurred and a school’s accreditation can be put in jeopardy. And overall graduation rates are
harmed. Dropout Detective helps schools to address and improve upon all of these challenges.

Manually Flag Students
Using data is great! But sometimes, school personnel know things about a student that can indicate risk.
Dropout Detective allows instructors and others to “Activate Advisor Alerts.” These alerts will trigger
emails to advisor and place an easy‐to‐see flag on the student’s record.

Learn More about Dropout Detective
Contact us today to learn more about Dropout Detective™ and to schedule a web‐based demonstration
of our capabilities. The system is hosted by AspirEDU and can be deployed quickly and at a reasonable
cost. Please write to us at info@aspirEDU.com or visit our web site at www.aspirEDU.com .

FEATURES










Administrators – View your entire student population in a single dashboard.
Advisors – View the students assigned to you.
Instructors – View your students by class, with last access date/time stamp.
Instantly identify which students are at immediate risk for attrition.
One-click access to a holistic student profile that reflects participation in all enrolled courses.
Rolling 30-day & 30-week history of each student’s risk profile.
Predictive analytics based on facts & evidence – not anecdotal, manually entered data.
Document student interaction with Notes.
Send automated text and email messages based on students’ performance.

